[Cytoplasmic RNA in neocortical neurons in vitro].
The investigation of the ratio of neuronal cytoplasmic RNA mono- and two-chain sections was performed in thin neocortical slices by means of fluorescent probing. Changes of the relative intensity of Acridine Orange red luminescence indicated a decrease in the quota of monochain sections in the common neuronal RNA pool. In eight hours of superfusion it was authentically less than in the control slices and in the slices which were incubated during four hours. Deep profiles of red fluorescence became plane in the process of incubation. It was suggested that the essential decrease in the red luminescence intensity of cytoplasmic RNA in vitro, observed between four and eight hours, may be conditioned by disintegration of polysomes to monosomes, and this, in its turn, may cause the decrease in ribosomal synthetic activity.